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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we propose several new channel predictive 
equalizers designed for ETSI DVB-T systems. In conventional 
DVB-T equalizer designs, the storage of 3 symbols is needed in 
order to do interpolation of CFR in time axis. This huge amount 
of storage can be eliminated in our proposed predictive 
equalizers. We present 3 kinds of predictive equalizers to predict 
the trend of channel frequency response and Doppler Effect. 
After simulation and comparison among these 3 kinds of 
predictive equalizers and conventional 2-D linear interpolated 
equalizer, we can choose the 1st order predictive equalizer with 
the acceptable performance for the low cost solution on 
equalizer design for DVB-T system. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Due to the benefits of OFDM system, the new wireless 
transmission standard put the OFDM modulation as its kernel is 
getting more and more popular recently. We can also see this in 
ETSI DVB-T system [1]. Due to the properties and the benefits 
of the OFDM system, channel estimation and equalization could 
easily be done in the frequency domain by interpolating the CFR 
(channel frequency response) extracted at pilot carriers onto data 
carriers. According to the pilot arrangement defined in standard 
as Fig. 1 shows, 2-D interpolation scheme are commonly adopted 
in the conventional equalizers designs [2]~[8]. As fig. 2 shows, 
after applying the first CFR interpolation among contiguous 
symbols in time axis, second CFR interpolation is applied among 
carriers in a certain symbol in the frequency axis. Although the 
first interpolation among contiguous symbols precisely estimated 
the CFR value thus this scheme can fight against Doppler Effect 
successfully, this interpolation method requires the storage of 3 
symbols in order to implement its non-causal interpolation 
property. However, whatever the equalizer is implemented in 2k 
mode or 8k mode, this 3 symbol sized storage is quite huge and 
expansive. Since the main purpose of this 3 symbol sized storage 
is to see the trend of the CFR under Doppler time variant channel, 
we proposed a way to observe the CFR from only several 
pervious symbols just passed by and to predict the CFR at the 
pilot locations. In our proposed design, no symbols are needed to 
be stored in our predictive equalizer design. The trade off for this 
low cost solution is some acceptable performance degradation 
and limit capability to the Doppler Effect. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. pilot arrangement of DVB-T system 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Conventional 2-D interpolation equalizer 
scheme 

This paper is organized as the follows. The proposed predictive 
channel equalizer is stated in section 2. Section 3 shows the 
comparison on performance and cost of our proposed predictive 
equalizers and conventional 2-D interpolated equalizer. We made 
a summary in section 4, conclusions in section 5, and references 
in section 6. 

2. THE PROPOSED PREDICTIVE 
CHANNEL EQUALIZER SCHEME 

In most conventional designs [2]~[8] and our platform as Fig. 3 
shows, channel equalizer is located after the FFT module in order 
to make good use of the OFDM property, for that channel 
frequency responses can be easily extracted at pilot carriers by 
dividing these received frequency domain pilots by their pre-
defined values. That is, for data X(f) with the pilot inserted at the 
transmitter side, the IFFT operation makes the transmitted signals 
x(t) equals to: 

x(t) = IFT{ X(f) }                                              (1) 

Consider multipath effects, y(t) received at the receiver side is: 

y(t) = x(t) * h(t)                                                 (2) *Work supported by the National Science Council of Taiwan, 
R.O.C., under Grant NSC 92-2220-E-009 -019- 
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Figure 3. Block diagrams of system simulation platform 
of inner receiver 

Where h(t) is the channel impulse response 

After performing FFT operation at the receiver side we have 

Y(f) = FT{ y(t) }                                                           (3) 

Assuming no AWGN effects, then 

Y(f) = X(f) x H(f)                                                         (4) 

Where H(f) is the channel frequency response (CFR) 

We can calculate H(f) by 

H(f) = Y(f) / X(f)                                                         (5) 

Since X(f) is known at the pilot location, we can calculate H(f) at 
the pilot locations. 

Besides multipath effects, we also encounter Doppler effects in 
the DVB-T transmission environment. Doppler effects cause the 
multipath effect time-variant. That is, the CFR varies both on 
time axis and frequency axis. As Fig.4 shows, CFR varies but is 
smooth among contiguous symbols and contiguous carriers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. CFR varies both on symbol index and carrier 
index 

Based on this continuous property of the CFR curve among time 
axis and frequency axis, we develop 3 kinds of predictive 
equalizers in different order. 

2.1 Zero-order predictive equalizer 

Zero-order predictive equalizer adopts CFR estimated at scatter 
pilots in the latest 3 symbols to predict the CFR of currently 
received symbol at those carriers. For the received carriers Ck,i , 
where k denotes the carrier index and i denotes the symbol index, 
without losing generality, from the standard we know that 

Ck,i is the pilot carrier where k=12n+i*3+1, n is an integer and 
0<n<142 (in 2k mode) 

Let Pk denotes the pilot value at carrier index k 

The CFR at Ck-3,i is estimated by 

Ck-3,i = Ck-3,i-1 / Pk-3,                                                                  (6) 

CFR at Ck-6,i is estimated by 

Ck-6,i = Ck-6,i-2 / Pk-6,                                                                (7) 

and CFR at Ck-9,i is estimated by 

Ck-9,i = Ck-9,i-3 / Pk-9.                                                                (8) 

That is, at carriers of the scatter pilot locations, CFR are 
predicted using the nearest previous CFR by setting the value 
directly equal to that nearest CFR value as the Fig.5 shows. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5. Zero-order predictive equalizer 

2.2 1st -order predictive equalizer 

1st order predictive equalizer adopts CFR estimated at scatter 
pilots in the latest 7 symbols to predict the CFR of currently 
received symbol at those carriers. For CFR at carriers Ck,i to be 
estimated, 

The CFR at Ck-3,i is estimated by 

Ck-3,i = (Ck-3,i-1 * 5 – Ck-3,i-5 ) / (Pk-3 * 4) ,                                 (9) 

CFR at Ck-6,i is estimated by 

Ck-6,i = (Ck-6,i-2 * 6 – Ck-6,i-6 *2) / (Pk-6 * 4) ,                           (10) 

and CFR at Ck-9,i is estimated by 

Ck-9,i = (Ck-9,i-3 * 7 – Ck-9,i-7 *3) / (Pk-9 * 4).                           (11) 

 That is, at carriers of the scatter pilot locations, CFR are 
predicted using the nearest 2 CFR by setting the CFR value equal 
to the extrapolate value of these 2 CFR value as the Fig.6 shows. 
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Figure 6. 1st -order predictive equalizer 

2.3 2nd -order predictive equalizer 

2nd order predictive equalizer uses CFR estimated at scatter pilot 
carriers in the latest 11 symbols to predict the CFR of currently 
received symbol at those carriers. For CFR at carriers Ck,i to be 
estimated, 

The CFR at Ck-3,i is estimated by  

Ck-3,i = (Ck-3,i-1 * 3 – Ck-3,i-5 * 2 + Ck-3,i-9 * 1) / (Pk-3 * 2),       (12) 

CFR at Ck-6,i is estimated by  

Ck-6,i = (Ck-6,i-2*4 - Ck-6,i-6*3 + Ck-6,i-10*1) / (Pk-6*2) , and     (13) 

CFR at Ck-9,i is estimated by  

Ck-9,i = (Ck-9,i-3*10 – Ck-9,i-7*9 + Ck-9,i-11*3) / (Pk-9*4) .         (14) 

That is, in Fig.7, at carriers of scatter pilot locations, CFR are 
predicted using the nearest 3 CFR by fitting the equation that the 
difference of the CFR increase or decrease linearly. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7. 2nd  -order predictive equalizer 

3. COMPARISONS ON PERFORMANCE 
AND COST 

To evaluate the performances and the costs of these predictive 
equalizers, we make a comparison of these predictive equalizers 
to the conventional 2-D linear interpolation equalizer 

3.1 Comparisons on BER Performance under 
Rayleigh fading channel 

Consider Rayleigh fading channel, which we constructed from 
the parameters given on the appendix of the ETSI DVB-T 
standard, we can see that under static channel (Fig.8), zero-order  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8 BER-performance under Rayleigh channel 
without Doppler frequency 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 9. BER-performance under Rayleigh channel 
with 30Hz Doppler frequency 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 10. BER-performance under Rayleigh channel 
with 50Hz Doppler frequency 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 11. BER-performance under Rayleigh channel 
with 70Hz Doppler frequency 

 
predictive equalizer has the best performance over all the 
predictive equalizers. But while the Doppler effects increase, as 
Fig.9, Fig.10 and Fig.11 shows, we can see that the 1st order 
predictive equalizer is the most robust predictive equalizer. The 
limit of Doppler frequency that the 1st order predictive equalizer 
can tolerant is about 60Hz. And compare to the traditional 2-D 
linear interpolation equalizer, the additional SNR requirement 
increases as the Doppler Effect is increasing. 2.5db more SNR is 
required to achieve the same BER-performance (BER equals to 
10-2) to the 2-D linear interpolation equalizer at Doppler 
frequency equals to 55Hz. 
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Figure 12. Hardware implementation of the 1st-order 
predictive equalizer 

3.2 Comparisons on hardware cost 

The conventional 2-D linear interpolation equalizer needs storage 
of 3 symbols for the implementation of its non-causal property. 
Except these 3 symbols, storage for a set of pilot carriers is also 
required for the interpolation in time axis. The total storage for 
the conventional 2-D linear interpolation equalizer is as the 
following 

3*1705+1705/3=5684 carriers for 2k mode, and 

3*6817+6817/3=22724 carriers for 8k mode                        (15) 

For the proposed design, because the predictive equalizers use 
pilots only on previously received symbols and currently 
receiving symbol, no additional storage are needed compares to 
the conventional non-causal 2-D linear interpolation equalizer, 
which needs the storage of 3 symbols. Instead, only storage for 
previous pilot values is required. So for the zero-order predictive 
equalizer, storage of only one set of pilots are needed, which is 

1705/3=569 carriers for 2k mode and 

6817/3=2273 carriers for 8k mode                                      (16) 

And for the 1st order predictive equalizer, the storage requirement 
is 2 times of the amount of pilots, which is 

569*2=1138 carriers for 2k mode and 

2273*2=4546 carriers for 8k mode                                    (17) 

And for the 2nd order predictive equalizer, the storage 
requirement becomes 

569*3=1707 carriers for 2k mode and 

2273*3=6817 carriers for 8k mode                                    (18) 

Fig.12 shows the hardware implementation of the 1st-order 
predictive equalizer 

4. SUMMARY 
Cost is trade off to the performance. Table 1 show that the 1st-
order predictive equalizers can tolerant Doppler range the most 
over all the other predictive equalizers. Though 2.5 db SNR 
losses compared with the 2-D linear interpolation equalizer, 
about 78% storage can be saved using 1st-order predictive 
equalizer instead of 2-D linear interpolation equalizer 

5. CONCLUSION 
To implement conventional 2-D interpolation equalizer requires 
huge amount of storage. In order to solve this problem and find a 
low cost solution for equalizers, we proposed 3 kinds of low cost 

predictive equalizers. From the simulation on Rayleigh fading 
channel, which is the worst channel given in the standard with  

Table 1. Comparisons on performance and cost between 
predictive equalizer and traditional 2-D linear 
interpolation equalizer 

Equalizer type Doppler 
range 

SNR loss * Storage 
requirement  

Zero-order predictive 
equalizer 15Hz 2.5db@10Hz 569 carriers 

1st-order predictive 
equalizer 60Hz 2.5db@55Hz 1138 carriers 

2nd-order predictive 
equalizer 50Hz 2.5db@40Hz 1707 carriers 

Conventional 2-D 
Linear interpolation 
equalizer [2]~[8] 

>80Hz 0db 5115 carriers 

*(compared with linear interpolation equalizer) 

several different strength of Doppler effects, we can see that the 
1st-order predictive equalizer tolerant Doppler Effect the most. 
Thus we can choose the 1st-order predictive equalizer for low-
cost solution on the design of the DVB-T equalizer.  

The limit of Doppler frequency that the 1st-order predictive 
equalizer can tolerant is about 60Hz, and additional 2.5db SNR 
are required compared with conventional 2-D linear interpolation 
equalizer to achieve the same BER performance (10-2).  

The most attracting aspect of using our proposed 1st-order 
predictive equalizer is that the huge amount of memory storage 
can be saved. Consider 8k mode, 12-bits word length, about 
381kb memories can be saved by replacing conventional 2-D 
linear interpolation equalizer by 1st-order predictive equalizer. 
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